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Abstract

Contemporary production enterprises operate in conditions, which demand continuous improvement of their activity. Therefore, organization and optimization of the realized production processes becomes a more essential problem. That is why it is necessary to use different modern methods and tools aiding production. The digital factory tools can be an effective basis for improving of production systems. Thanks to computer simulation of virtual production systems it is possible to check if the modeled future solution (improvement of the present production system) fulfills the defined requirements. However, it make possible to find the best improvement variant of the analyzed system in a quicker way.

Introduction

Recently, the digitalization of production enterprises is more popular in designing of production systems. A lot of companies accomplish this by the implementation of integral software packages. The digitizing of production systems is almost connected with the entire production process, from the design a new product, through supply, manufacturing and sale. The use of computer tools in manufacturing does not only contain the planning and recording of realized works, but also the design of departments, production lines, workplaces, the analysis of executed works from point of view of automation, the control of NC machines and robots, the simulation of processes, and production management.

Digital Factory Technologies [1,2]. These methods allow for effective production management by constant improvements of work organization and usage of different modern tools by engineers and managers [3]. Thanks to this, integration of tasks and functions takes place in two areas of a company, i.e. in management and production realization.

Digital Factory

The Digital Factory concept bases on the Virtual Reality, which is a computer technology supported by hardware and software [4]. It enables to create virtual models of real objects and use them for visualization of products and manufacturing processes. Digital Factory is appropriate mainly as a support for manufacturing of highly sophisticated products, their planning, simulation and optimization. The main current application area is automotive industry, mechanical engineering industry, aerospace and ship building industry, as well as electronics and consumer goods industries.

It is possible to use Virtual Reality technologies to design 3D spatial models and 3D modeling and examination of properties of real objects. On the other hand, Virtual Reality enables to create “real” spatial environment, in which we can conduct the required activities. The possibilities for Virtual Reality technologies development are tremendous and they are
still growing. Virtual Reality can be used for different kinds of analysis connected with product development, designing production processes, workplaces, production systems, etc. The use of Virtual Reality for design and optimization of production processes and systems is often called Digital Factory application [5,6].

Digital Factory can be described as a virtual picture of a real production. It represents the environment integrated by computer and information technologies, in which reality is replaced by virtual computer models (Figure 1). Such virtual solutions enable to verify all collisions and critical situations before real implementation of the proposed solutions. Digital Factory can support planning, organization and optimization of complex production, and simultaneously creates right conditions for team work, providing quick feedback among designers, technologists, production systems designers and planners. The most important advantage of Digital Factory is the possibility to realize process planning and product development using common data. It gives a possibility to optimize products, processes and production systems even by the development phase with the use of 3D visualization and modeling techniques.

Figure 1: Example of virtual models of production workplaces.

Conclusion

New information technologies, which are mentioned above, all together integrate the whole production process, from product design to its manufacturing. Generally, such integrated systems are connected with the six following areas:

a. Product design systems (modeling and simulation of products),

b. Process planning systems (process and production plans, assembly plans, work standardization, value analysis, cost analysis, etc.),

c. Production process design and validation systems (NC systems, production process simulation, assembly, inspection, maintenance, etc.),

d. Production engineering systems (complex production scenarios, layout design, time analysis, ergonomics analysis, designing and analyzing manufacturing and assembly systems, load on machines and workers, etc.),

e. Production planning and control systems (ERP planning systems),

f. Automation and process control systems (programmes for controlling and monitoring in automated production systems, PLC systems, industrial robots, etc.).

The future outlook shows that digital factory can bring benefits to next generations of products. All types of processes and products will be modified and developed in the future, and these activities should be aided by new information technologies to achieve a competitive advantage. Current research requires huge investment. Governments support innovative research and new strategies, like the concept Industry 4.0. Our industry requires Digital Factory solutions, but unfortunately it is still only a concept, which should be popularized. The common intention of different universities, like for Example University of Bielsko-Biała, is to develop a concept of a fully integrated system for factories. Such a solution will also support the education of future designers, designers of manufacturing systems, technologists and managers.
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